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In this work, an optical modeling study on electron scattering mechanisms in plasma-deposited
ZnO layers is presented. Because various applications of ZnO films pose a limit on the electron
carrier density due to its effect on the film transmittance, higher electron mobility values are
generally preferred instead. Hence, insights into the electron scattering contributions affecting the
carrier mobility are required. In optical models, the Drude oscillator is adopted to represent
the free-electron contribution and the obtained optical mobility can be then correlated with the
macroscopic material properties. However, the influence of scattering phenomena on the optical
mobility depends on the considered range of photon energy. For example, the grain-boundary
scattering is generally not probed by means of optical measurements and the ionized-impurity
scattering contribution decreases toward higher photon energies. To understand this frequency
dependence and quantify contributions from different scattering phenomena to the mobility, several
case studies were analyzed in this work by means of spectroscopic ellipsometry and Fourier
transform infrared (IR) spectroscopy. The obtained electrical parameters were compared to the
results inferred by Hall measurements. For intrinsic ZnO (i-ZnO), the in-grain mobility was
obtained by fitting reflection data with a normal Drude model in the IR range. For Al-doped ZnO
(Al:ZnO), besides a normal Drude fit in the IR range, an Extended Drude fit in the UV-vis range
could be used to obtain the in-grain mobility. Scattering mechanisms for a thickness series of
Al:ZnO films were discerned using the more intuitive parameter “scattering frequency” instead of
the parameter “mobility”. The interaction distance concept was introduced to give a physical
interpretation to the frequency dependence of the scattering frequency. This physical interpretation
furthermore allows the prediction of which Drude models can be used in a specific frequency range.
C 2014 American Vacuum Society. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1116/1.4905086]
V

I. INTRODUCTION
Thin films of polycrystalline zinc oxide (ZnO) are widely
used in solar cells and other optoelectronic applications due
to their transparency and electrical conductivity.1 To be able
to fulfill their potential, the optical and electrical properties
of ZnO have to be understood and controlled. Especially, the
electron carrier density N and electron mobility l are of interest for this n-type semiconductor as they define the resistivity q and conductivity r of the films as given by
q¼

1
1
¼
:
r eNl

(1)

In this equation, e is the elementary charge. A higher carrier
density N not only increases the conductivity, but also decreases
the light transmission of ZnO films by increasing the screened
plasma frequency xps below which transmission decreases
xps 2 ¼
a)

e2
N;
e0 e r m 
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(2)

where e0 is the vacuum permittivity, er is the relative permittivity of ZnO (excluding the free-carrier contribution) at xps,
and m* is the effective electron mass. Note that at xps the
real part of the dielectric function e1 ¼ 0, which can be used
to determine xps. xps furthermore relates to the unscreened
plasma frequency xp in the Drude oscillator discussed in
Sec. II.
The mobility l is determined by various scattering
processes, of which ionized-impurity scattering and grainboundary scattering are the two most reported for ZnO.2
Ionized-impurity scattering is caused by ionized dopant
atoms (Alþ in the case of aluminum-doped ZnO or Al:ZnO),
which are introduced to provide additional free carriers but
which can have a detrimental effect on l due to this scattering. Grain-boundary scattering is caused by voids and unpassivated boundaries between the polycrystalline ZnO grains
which provide electrical barriers for electron transport.3,4
Note that even intrinsic ZnO (i-ZnO) usually has a significant carrier density, which is often attributed to hydrogen
impurities present during growth (for simplicity we will continue to use the term i-ZnO even though it is technically not
intrinsic).5
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Insight into the scattering mechanisms in ZnO, and transparent conductive oxides (TCOs) in general, can be of great
benefit for many applications. For transparent conductive
oxides in solar cells, the approach is to limit the carrier density N to a certain value to keep xps below the photonenergy range of interest for the specific solar cell. Therefore,
a high mobility is desired for maximum conductivity and
transparency. Note that various growth techniques which are
available for ZnO can lead to large differences in terms of
optical properties, electrical properties, and crystal structure.
The relative scattering contributions as a result of these properties have to be determined to be able to optimize these
growth techniques and thus the optical and electrical
properties.
Two main methods to determine the scattering contributions can be distinguished: (1) Electrical measurements as a
function of temperature: different scattering processes have
different temperature dependencies, which can be used to
identify scattering processes and additional information,
such as the associated energy barriers. Four-point-probe
(FPP), Hall, and other electrical measurements can be
adopted.2,6–10 (2) Comparing optical and electrical measurements: an advantage of optical measurements is that they are
generally considered to be insensitive to grain-boundary
scattering, and a comparison can therefore give insight into
the grain-boundary contribution.7,8,11–14 Optical techniques
are noninvasive and contrary to method 1, require no change
in temperature. Typically, the Drude oscillator is used to fit
the optical properties in the infrared and near-infrared
region.
Parameters from Drude oscillators are often used to determine the relative amount of grain-boundary scattering.
However, since the Drude oscillator theoretically relates to
all electron scattering processes, a physical interpretation of
why grain-boundary scattering is not observed at optical frequencies (while it is detected by means of electrical measurements, i.e., low frequencies or constant current) is to our
knowledge lacking in the previous reports, where the effect
is used but not explained.7,8,11–14 Furthermore, it is unclear
what defines this frequency dependence or in which frequency range(s) it holds. Potentially, the Drude model would
have to be adjusted to describe such a frequency dependence. Interestingly, in order to take into account a frequency
dependence for ionized-impurity scattering, adjusted Drude
models (denoted as Extended Drude models) are used in the
literature.15–18 Note that for ionized impurity scattering, the
frequency above which scattering is observed to decrease is
around xps. A similar approach as taken for ionized-impurity
scattering will be used in this work to develop a physical
interpretation of the frequency-dependence of the Drude
model.
To address the issues described in the previous paragraph,
in this work plasma-deposited ZnO is characterized using
spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE), Fourier-transform infrared
spectroscopy (FTIR), and Hall measurements. For three case
studies, data from both optical techniques are fitted using normal and Extended Drude models and the extracted parameters
are compared to results from the Hall measurements to
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identify the scattering mechanisms. Finally, the concept of
interaction distance is introduced to develop a physical interpretation of the relation between electron scattering and the
Drude model for a wide photon energy range. This new
physical interpretation provides a clear understanding of the
applicability of Drude models in different frequency ranges,
and can lead to new models such as the proposed Drude
Multiscale model.
The article is set up as follows. First the basics and the
assumptions in the Drude model are reviewed. Next, the
experimental details are described and the modeling parameters are discussed. In Sec. IV A, a comparison of the models
is presented to evaluate the different approaches and the
obtained parameters for two case studies (i-ZnO and
Al:ZnO, both with low grain-boundary scattering). A third
case study involving a thickness series of Al:ZnO demonstrates how scattering mechanisms contributions can be
separated. The concept of interaction distance is proposed
and discussed in Sec. IV C, showing the benefits and the
associated physical interpretation, leading to the Drude
Multiscale model.
II. THEORY OF DRUDE MODELS AND FREQUENCY
DEPENDENCE
Free-carrier absorption in metals and semiconductors is
typically modeled by a Drude oscillator. Since the Drude
model has an important role in this work, its fundamentals
and assumptions are briefly discussed in this section.
The contribution of the Drude oscillator to the complex
dielectric function e is given by
eðx Þ ¼ 

xp 2
;
x2 þ ixxs

(3)

in which x is the photon energy or frequency, xp is the
unscreened plasma frequency, and xs is the scattering or
damping frequency (typically the Drude oscillator is used
with the unscreened instead of the screened plasma frequency, to separate the interband contributions from the
free-electron contribution). Note that in this work frequencies are expressed in units of eV, while formally they should
be expressed in units of eV/h.
When the effective electron mass m* is known, the
electron carrier density N and the electron mobility l can
be calculated directly from these parameters using the
equations
e0 m  2
xp ;
e2
e
l¼  :
m xs

N¼

(4)
(5)

From the literature, it is known that m* is approximately
0.28me for i-ZnO and 0.4–0.5me for Al:ZnO (for carrier
densities above 2  1020 cm3), where me is the electron
mass.17,19
For ionized-impurity scattering, xs is only constant up to
a certain transition frequency after which xs decreases. This
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transition frequency is typically near the screened plasma
frequency xps.20 To incorporate the frequency dependence
of xs for ionized-impurity scattering, two models are generally used,15 a semiempirical Extended Drude model,16,17 or
an empirical Extended Drude model.18 In this work, we will
use the semiempirical form to include the known power-law
frequency dependence.20 Equation (6) shows the used semiempirical form of xs
x s ðx Þ ¼

1
xs0
tr
1 þ exp xx
r

  a
1
x
xs1
þ 1
;
tr
1 þ exp xx
x
tr
r

(6)

with xs0 as the low-frequency scattering frequency, xs1 as
the high-frequency scattering frequency, xtr as the transition
frequency, a as the power by which the high-frequency part
changes (a ¼ 3/2 for ionized-impurity scattering),20 and r
as the width of the transition region. This expression follows
the expected physical behavior for ionized-impurity scattering as also shown by Mendelsberg et al.,15 where xs is
roughly constant at a value of xs0 up to a transition frequency xtr after which it decreases with a power of 3/2.
Note that both Extended Drude forms reported in
literature are not fully Kramers–Kronig (KK)-consistent.
However, in practice, in most cases, the difference is small
as it will be shown by comparisons with KK-consistent
B-spline parameterizations in Sec. IV A. For this reason and
for fast computation, the semiempirical Extended Drude
model which is not fully KK-consistent is used in this work.
Further physical interpretation of the Drude model and
its frequency dependence will be discussed in Secs. IV C and
IV D, where the interaction distance concept and the Drude
Multiscale model will be proposed.
III. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
The i-ZnO and Al:ZnO films discussed in this work have
been deposited using a plasma-enhanced chemical vapor
deposition process. Previous publications described the deposition process in depth,21–23 here only a brief overview is
provided. The deposition tool consisted of an Ar-fed expanding thermal plasma where the deposition precursors
[Zn(C2H5)2, Al(CH3)3, and O2] were fed into the downstream region at a pressure of 2 mbar. The substrates in the
downstream region were heated to 200  C. The growth rate
ranged from 0.1 to 0.3 nm/s depending on the conditions.
The Zn(C2H5)2 flow rate was 9 g/h both for i-ZnO and
Al:ZnO deposition and the Al(CH3)3 flow rate was 0.2 g/h in
the case of Al:ZnO. Rutherford backscattering spectrometry
measurements on the Al:ZnO showed no detectable carbon
contamination and an Al content of 1.4 at. %.23 The electrical resistance was measured by a FPP, and Hall measurements were performed on a Phystech RH 2010 to determine
the carrier density and mobility. Single-side polished Si(100)
substrates with 450 nm thermally grown SiO2 on top were
used to provide an insulating layer for the electrical
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measurements and for interference enhancement in the optical measurements.24
SE measurements were performed with a J.A. Woollam,
Inc. M2000U (0.75–5.0 eV) ellipsometer and with a J.A.
Woollam, Inc. M2000D (1.2–6.5 eV) on a variable angle
stage. This range (0.75–6.5 eV) will be labeled in this work as
the SE range. Ellipsometry measurements were performed at
multiple angles of incidence (typically at 65 , 70 , 75 , 80 ,
and 85 ). Reflectance FTIR measurements (0.05–0.87 eV)
were performed at 12 incidence using a Bruker Tensor 27
with a reflectance unit. This range (0.05–0.87 eV) will be
labeled as the FTIR range. The ellipsometry data and the
reflectance FTIR data were fitted using the J.A. Woollam,
Inc. CompleteEASE software. Note that reflection and ellipsometry data have been combined before in the literature,25
but in this work the combination was performed to extend the
photon-energy range of the dielectric function instead of
improving the accuracy in the same photon-energy range. In
the range covered by SE, the bare substrates (silicon with
SiO2) were fitted with the J.A. Woollam optical data library
(a stack of SiO2_JAW, INTR_JAW, and Si_JAW).26 In the
range covered by FTIR, general oscillator models of the substrates were fitted to measurements on the bare substrates.
Due to negligible reflection from the rough backside of the Si
wafer, the Si-wafer backside reflection was not taken into
account in any of the analysis.
The ZnO was modeled as a homogeneous layer with a
roughness layer. An effective medium approach (EMA) was
used to model the surface roughness.27 Note that ZnO layers
that have large volume fractions (>2%) of depletion region
(i.e., the space charge region around grain boundaries)
should not be modeled as a homogeneous layer in the frequency ranges used in this work.28 Those layers would
typically have low doping levels and/or small grain sizes;28
therefore, they would also be very different from the layers
under investigation in this work.
To obtain the complex dielectric function, e1 þ ie2, two
approaches were used. In the first approach, a B-spline parameterized model was used to model the ZnO layers (only
used in the SE range).29,30 The KK-consistent mode was
used for the B-splines with a node spacing of 0.1 eV and in
the case of i-ZnO a higher node density (0.03 eV) was
employed in the proximity of the band gap region. In the
second approach, an oscillator model was used. The details
of the optical modeling of both i-ZnO and Al:ZnO are
described in Appendix A.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Case studies

In this section, three case studies are presented. For the
first two cases, an 172 nm i-ZnO and a 555 nm Al:ZnO film
were selected where grain-boundary scattering is expected to
be low because: (1) the films have large grain sizes: 90 nm
for the i-ZnO film as deduced from SEM and atomic force
microscopy (AFM) measurements (not shown here) and
>150 nm for the Al:ZnO film as reported in a previous
work,23 and (2) the films have relatively low resistivity
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values (as will be shown in Tables I and II). The third case
treats a thickness series with a changing contribution of
grain-boundary-scattering due to a development in grain size
with film thickness as deduced from SEM measurements.23
For the first two cases, Drude model fits of both SE and
FTIR data are compared with B-spline parameterizations in
terms of dielectric function in the range of 0.5–2.0 eV. Bspline parameterizations can be interpreted as a direct representation of the real dielectric function, since the B-spline is
KK-consistent and is flexible enough to fit closely to the raw
ellipsometry data for the different angles. As an example,
the fits to the ellipsometry data at 85 angle of incidence are
shown in the supplementary material (Fig. S1).31 The
obtained Drude parameters are discussed in conjunction with
results from electrical measurements. The validity and interpretation of the fits and resulting parameters are discussed.
1. Case study: i-ZnO

To compare the various Drude fits for i-ZnO, a film of
172 nm thickness with 25 nm EMA roughness was used.
Note that, due to the low carrier density of the i-ZnO film,
the free-carrier contribution to the dielectric function is low
and optical modeling of this contribution will be challenging. Therefore, also a relatively wide B-spline node spacing
of 0.7 eV was chosen in this range to avoid oscillations, and
since the transition frequency for ionized-impurity scattering
is outside the range covered by SE, no Extended Drude
model was applied in the SE range. When the Extended
Drude model was applied to the reflection data in the FTIR
range, the fit resulted to be not unique. We attribute this to
the fact that reflection data are less sensitive to small
changes in the dielectric function than SE data. Therefore,
a normal Drude model was applied in the FTIR range.
Figure 1 shows a Drude and a B-spline fit in the SE range
and a Drude fit in the FTIR range. e1 is similar for all models
on this scale, while e2 shows a difference between the models. Especially, the SE Drude modeling differs from the SE
B-spline and FTIR Drude results.
Table I shows a comparison between the calculated electrical parameters from the two Drude fits and from Hall measurements. Interestingly, the carrier density is similar for all
methods. Note that also e1 was similar for the two Drude fits,
which can be explained by the fact that e1 relates strongly with
the carrier density in the range where x > xs. The expectation
of a low contribution from grain-boundary-scattering implies

021509-4

FIG. 1. (Color online) Dielectric function, e1 þ ie2, for a 172 nm thick i-ZnO
film in the photon energy range (0.5–2.0 eV). A Drude model and a B-spline
parameterization of SE data and a Drude model of FTIR reflection data are
shown.

agreement between the optical and Hall mobility. The mobility
from the FTIR fit agrees with the mobility from the Hall measurement. The mobility value for the Drude oscillator fit in the
SE range is different from both Hall and FTIR results which
can be related to the fact that e2 was also different from the e2
derived from the B-spline and FTIR fit. To summarize, for this
i-ZnO case, fits of data obtained in the FTIR or SE range can
be used to obtain the carrier density, while only a fit of data
obtained in the FTIR range can provide information on the
optical mobility. In Secs. IV C and IV D, the applicability
of FTIR and SE for optical mobility measurements will be
discussed further.
2. Case study: Al:ZnO

To compare the various Drude fits for Al:ZnO, a film of
555 nm thickness with 37 nm EMA roughness was used.
Figure 2 shows Drude, Extended Drude, and B-spline fits in
the SE range and a Drude fit in the FTIR range. Due to the
high carrier density of the Al:ZnO sample (as will be shown
in Table II), the free-carrier contribution is strong in both the
SE and FTIR range. For all fits in Fig. 2, the e1 results are
very similar. However, in e2, a clear difference can be seen.
The SE Drude deviates from the SE Extended Drude, the

TABLE I. Electrical properties of an i-ZnO film obtained from Hall measurements, Drude modeling of FTIR reflection data, and Drude modeling of SE
data. An m* value of 0.28me was assumed to determine carrier density and
carrier mobility. The uncertainty is indicated for the first value in each
column.

Technique
Hall
FTIR Drude
SE Drude

Resistivity
(103 X cm)

Carrier density
(1019 cm3)

Carrier mobility
(cm2/V s)

861
7
11

2.6 6 0.3
3.1
3.3

30 6 1
31
18

FIG. 2. (Color online) Dielectric function, e1 þ ie2, for a 555 nm thick
Al:ZnO film in the photon energy range (0.5–2.0 eV). A Drude model, an
Extended Drude model, and a B-spline parameterization of SE data and a
Drude model of FTIR reflection data are shown.
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TABLE II. Electrical properties of a 555 nm thick Al:ZnO film obtained from
Hall measurements, Drude modeling of FTIR reflection data, and Drude and
Extended Drude modeling of SE data. An m* value of 0.4me was assumed
to determine carrier density and carrier mobility. The uncertainty is indicated for the first value in each column.

Technique
Hall
FTIR Drude
SE Drude
SE Extended Drude

Resistivity
(104 X cm)

Carrier density
(1020 cm3)

Mobility
(cm2/V s)

2.8 6 0.1
2.9
2.2
2.8

7.5 6 0.2
7.5
7.6
7.8

30 6 1
29
38
28

B-spline and the FTIR Drude, which all agree with each
other. Note, furthermore, that the transition in the Extended
Drude occurs around xps (the region where e1 ¼ 0), which
corroborates the assumption that the transition for ionized
impurity scattering should take place around xps. The deviation of the SE Drude can therefore be ascribed to the fact
that the transition for ionized impurity scattering is not taken
into account in the normal Drude model.
Using an m* value of 0.4me, the Drude oscillator parameters were converted in electrical parameters and compared to
Hall measurements as shown in Table II. When comparing
the Drude models with the Hall measurements, similarly to
the i-ZnO case, a good agreement for the carrier density is
observed, which can be explained by the good agreement
between e1 in the fits (note again that e1 links strongly to N
in the range where x > xs). The mobility values also show
good agreement as expected because of the low contribution
from grain-boundary scattering, except for the SE Drude fit,
which also showed a poor correspondence in the e2 part. The
mobility obtained from the Drude oscillator fit in the IR
range shows that authors using a normal Drude model can
still obtain the in-grain mobility when they include photon
energies below the transition frequency in their fitting
range.11,32 The SE Drude fit shows that this does not hold
when the range below the transition frequency is relatively
narrow compared to the entire range used for fitting. To
summarize, for this Al:ZnO case, fits of data obtained in the
FTIR or SE range can be used to obtain an estimate on the
carrier density and optical mobility. However, for the SE
range, an Extended Drude model should be used.

FIG. 3. (Color online) Carrier density as a function of thickness for Al:ZnO
as determined by Hall measurements and Extended Drude modeling. For the
Extended Drude modeling, an m* value of 0.43me was used.

the value of m*. This leads to a value for m* of 0.43me,
which agrees well with the values found in literature
(0.4–0.5me).19 The relatively constant carrier density suggests a fairly homogeneous doping over the film thickness.
Using the calculated value of m*, the carrier mobility
can be determined. Figure 4 shows a comparison between
the optical mobility as determined by the Extended
Drude model and the Hall mobility. As it will be shown in
Secs. IV C and IV D, the Extended Drude mobility can be
assigned to the in-grain mobility and the Hall mobility can
be assigned to the total mobility. In this case, the in-grain
mobility is relatively constant with thickness, while the total
mobility is initially low and increases up to the same level as
the in-grain mobility with thickness. This behavior can be
explained by a significant contribution of grain boundary
scattering at low thicknesses and a negligible contribution at
high thicknesses. To further quantify the relative importance
of the different scattering mechanisms at different thicknesses, Sec. IV B will discuss a more intuitive approach to
separate these processes.

3. Case study: Thickness series Al:ZnO

In chemical vapor deposition (CVD) growth of ZnO, a
development in grain size with thickness is often observed.
This development leads to a high contribution of grainboundary scattering at low thicknesses, when grains are
small, and a decreased contribution of grain-boundary
scattering at higher thicknesses, when grains are larger. To
investigate a case with such a transition, the same thickness
series as reported by Ponomarev et al. of Al:ZnO deposited
by plasma CVD23 is used. Figure 3 shows the carrier density
as determined by Hall measurements and Extended Drude
model fits. The Extended Drude values have been scaled
such that Nopt,avg ¼ NHall,avg ¼ 7.3  1020 cm3 by adjusting

FIG. 4. (Color online) Carrier mobility as a function of thickness for Al:ZnO
as determined by Hall measurements and Extended Drude modeling. For the
Extended Drude modeling, an m* value of 0.43me was used.
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B. Determination of scattering processes

The previous comparison of mobility values as shown in
Fig. 4 provides insight into the scattering processes.
However, since mobility is inversely related to scattering,
the separation into scattering processes is intuitively difficult. The interpretation becomes easier when using the scattering frequency xs as a parameter for comparison, instead
of mobility l. The Drude model directly provides xs and the
following equation can be used for converting mobility
values (for instance, from Hall measurements) into xs
values:
xs ¼

e
:
m l

(7)

Interestingly, the inverse addition of mobility contributions
(1=ltot ¼ ð1=l1 Þ þ ð1=l2 Þ þ :::, i.e., Matthiessen’s rule)
becomes a linear addition when scattering contributions are
represented as xs. Therefore, by considering that Hall measurements take into account all scattering processes, the
determination of grain-boundary scattering versus optical
mobility becomes simply
xs;Hall ¼ xs;GB þ xs;Opt ;

(8)

with xs,GB being the contribution to the scattering frequency
from grain-boundary scattering and xs,Opt being the contribution to the scattering frequency by in-grain scattering
(measured by optical techniques).
Furthermore, to distinguish between different in-grain
scattering processes (splitting xs,Opt into its contributions), a
simple estimate can be made of fundamental scattering processes. Note that here we consider all scattering processes
that cannot be avoided as fundamental; therefore, this
includes also ionized impurity scattering (since it cannot be
avoided without changing the carrier density). A rough estimate of the fundamental scattering processes can be made
by using the empirical Masetti model,33 and the reported
fitted curve as a function of the carrier density, as described
by Ellmer.34 The curve fitted by Ellmer can be taken as the
maximum mobility that can be achieved for each carrier density. Using this function the minimum scattering frequency
as a function of carrier density can be calculated. Here the fit
parameters in their most recent work were used.2 The difference between xs,Opt and this “fundamental” scattering contribution can be considered as caused by ineffective doping,
defects and impurities. This contribution to the scattering is
designated here by “other.” These two contributions can
replace xs,Opt in Eq. (8) and lead to the following equation:
xs;Hall ¼ xs;GB þ xs;Fund þ xs;Other ;

FIG. 5. (Color online) Scattering frequencies as a function of thickness for
Al:ZnO as determined by Hall measurement, Extended Drude modeling,
and the Masetti model. The differences between the total, in-grain, and fundamental scattering indicate the various physical scattering processes.

made. (1) Since the carrier density is constant, the fundamental scattering xs,Fund is constant. (2) Since the in-grain mobility is fairly constant with thickness, the xs,Other contribution
is also fairly constant. (3) For a film of 100 nm thickness,
almost half of the scattering is attributed to grain boundaries.
This contribution decreases as function of the film thickness,
and for thick films (600 nm), the contribution from grainboundary scattering becomes negligible while most of the
scattering processes are fundamental. If attempts would be
made to improve the mobility of these films, then for the
thin films the xs,GB component could be the main target for
reduction, while a small improvement in mobility could be
made for the thicker films by attempting to reduce the
xs,Other contribution.
Another interesting case on which this approach can be
used, is the comparison between scattering contributions in
i-ZnO and Al:ZnO at the same thickness, as reported in
Table III. Using the same procedure as above, the scattering
contributions were determined for i-ZnO and compared to
Al:ZnO at the same thickness of 172 nm. The i-ZnO values
were obtained from the Hall and FTIR Drude mobility values from Table I, where m* was adjusted to make the carrier
density, as extracted from both methods, the same (as is the
case for Al:ZnO). The Al:ZnO values were estimated for this
TABLE III. Comparison between i-ZnO and Al:ZnO of the absolute and relative scattering contributions at 172 nm thickness as defined by Eq. (9). The
carrier densities are indicated and the used m* values are 0.28me and
0.43me, respectively.

(9)

with xs,Fund as the fundamental contribution to the scattering
frequency determined from the Masetti model and xs,Other as
the other in-grain contributions to the scattering frequency.
The usefulness of this approach can be demonstrated using
the thickness series of the previous case study as shown in
Fig. 5, which addresses the different scattering contributions
using Eqs. (8) and (9). The following observations can be

i-ZnO (2.6  1019 cm3)

Masetti
xs,Fund
Grain
xs,GB
boundaries
Other
xs,Other

Al:ZnO (7.3  1020 cm3)

Absolute
(eV)

Fraction
(%)

Absolute
(eV)

Fraction
(%)

0.072
0.018

52
13

0.107
0.081

47
36

0.049

35

0.039

17
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thickness using Fig. 5. Due to the lower carrier density of
i-ZnO, as expected, a lower fundamental contribution is
observed in Table III (i.e., 0.072 eV vs 0.107 eV). However,
note that due to the lower total scattering for i-ZnO, the fundamental scattering processes still contribute about half of
the total scattering (i.e., 52%). The grain-boundary scattering
for i-ZnO, is less than for the Al:ZnO case (i.e., 0.018 eV vs
0.081 eV). Two effects could be responsible: (1) the i-ZnO
grains can be larger, which would be supported by the higher
roughness, and (2) Al doping could form Al2O3 at grain
boundaries, which would increase scattering in the Al:ZnO
case. The “other” scattering processes represent a larger
contribution to the total scattering processes for i-ZnO (i.e.,
35% vs 17%). The approach to separate the scattering contributions, as shown in this section, demonstrates how insight
into the factors limiting the mobility can be obtained by
identifying these relative contributions.
C. Interaction distance

In this section, the results of the case studies and observations in the literature will be used to answer the questions
from Sec. I on what defines the frequency dependency of the
Drude model and in what frequency ranges different Drude
models hold. To this end, a new concept, interaction distance, is developed to further facilitate the interpretation of
results from optical modeling and predict which scattering
processes contribute in different frequency ranges. Note that
this concept has similarities with the approach on the effect
of particle size for metal films as described by Kreibig and
Vollmer.41
An implicit assumption in the Drude model is that the
scattering probability does not depend on the location of the
electron in the material. This assumption is not valid for
grain-boundary scattering in ZnO during optical measurements. One basic assumption for the Drude model is that all
electrons contribute equally to the Drude response. For
grain-boundary scattering only the electrons localized near a
grain boundary will scatter at the grain boundary during the
measurement. The measured Drude response will not show
grain boundary scattering since the majority of the electrons
do not experience grain boundary scattering (negligible
difference with a case without grain boundaries). This effect
has been employed in the literature to separate grainboundary scattering from other scattering mechanisms.7,11,35
We have generalized this effect to the concept of interaction
distance as shown schematically in Fig. 6(a). At the basis of
this concept lies the following hypothesis: The localization
in space of scattering processes leads to a frequency dependence of the scattering frequency. An interaction distance
between electrons and scattering centers can be defined
dependent on photon energy and electron velocity. When the
interaction distance is smaller than the distance between
scattering centers for a specific scattering process, the
contribution of the scattering process to the Drude oscillator
is reduced.
To be able to determine or estimate the interaction
distance, several assumptions have to be made. First of all,

FIG. 6. (Color online) (a) Representation of the interaction distance concept.
The path the electron travels during the interaction with a photon is indicated with an arrow, where the length of the arrow is the interaction distance. When the interaction distance is smaller than the distance between
the scattering centers in question, a large part of the free electrons do not experience those scattering events. (b) Interaction distance as a function of
photon energy according to Eq. (10) and for both velocity methods. Besides
for Al:ZnO and i-ZnO also the results for Cu are indicated for comparison.
The legend indicates effective mass m*, Fermi velocity vF, and carrier density N values for the shown materials. Note that the accuracy for low-doped
films is expected to be lower than in the case of high doping.

following from the definition, the interaction distance of the
electron, dint, is the electron velocity, ve, times the interaction time Tint. The interaction time is derived from the
assumption that a photon is roughly localized in a volume
with a size defined by the wavelength of the photon.36
Assuming that the size of this localization volume determines the interaction time with the electron, and assuming
that the electron velocity can be neglected with respect to
the speed of light (otherwise the direction of the electron
would play a role), then the interaction time becomes the
reciprocal value of the light frequency, Tint ¼ 1/f ¼ 2p/x,
which leads to the expression for the interaction distance
dint ¼ ve Tint ¼ ve 2p=x:

(10)

Note that the mean free path (MFP) of the electron can be
easily calculated in a similar way by the following equation:
MFP ¼ ve s ¼ ve =xt ;

(11)
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where s is the scattering time associated with the scattering
process and which can be calculated from xs by s ¼ 1=xs.
Note that there is no factor of 2p in this relation because xs
is not an angular frequency. The MFP is not necessarily the
same as the distance between scattering centers, because for
the MFP also the scattering cross-section has to be taken into
account. Therefore, the MFP will be an upper limit for the
distance between scattering centers. For the average velocity
of the electron, two approaches can be taken: (1) The Fermi
velocity: due to the Pauli Exclusion Principle, electrons cannot scatter into occupied states. Therefore for degenerate
semiconductors only electrons near the Fermi surface and
with the Fermi velocity have to be taken into account
h(3p2N)1/3/m*].18 (2) The electron velocity if the pho[vF ¼ 
ton provides all the kinetic energy: this is a rough estimate,
which simplifies the calculation by assuming that all the
energy in the photon is transferred to the electron as kinetic
energy [vtransfer ¼ 冑(2 hx/m*)]. These two methods represent
extremes where in method 1 the velocity is the same as if the
electron did not interact with the light and in method 2 the
maximum amount of energy transfer occurs, while the electron initially was at rest. Note that calculating the interaction
distance using method 1 is similar to the standpoint of the
Kubo linear response theory,37 but the application of this
theory is outside the scope of this paper. Figure 6(b) shows
the calculated interaction distance as a function of photon
energy for both methods, for both i-ZnO and Al:ZnO. The
calculated lines for Cu are also added to serve as an example
of a metal. In both velocity methods, dint decreases with
increasing x, which fits with the expectation for this concept
(e.g., scattering on grain boundaries of large grains is only
observed in static or low frequency measurements). For the
first case, the decrease goes by a factor of x and in the second case by the square root of x. Furthermore, materials
with a higher Fermi velocity have a larger interaction distance in the case of method 1, while for method 2, the interaction distance is only affected by m* [see legend Fig. 6(b)],
where a lower m* value results in a larger interaction
distance. Note that the actual velocity could also be a combination of methods 1 and 2, where for Cu method 1 would
provide the largest contribution and for i-ZnO method 2
would provide the largest contribution at high frequency.
The observation that grain-boundary scattering occurs
outside the optical range can be tested against the trends in
Fig. 6(b). Assuming a grain size of 100 nm, a transition
photon energy of 0.04 eV can be found for Al:ZnO using
method 1, which is just below the range covered by FTIR
and therefore outside the optical range (in this work, the
FTIR range is taken as the low-energy limit of the optical
range). For i-ZnO, the transition occurs even at a lower
energy because of the lower Fermi velocity. When method 2
is used for the velocity, the energy is even lower. For metals
which have higher Fermi velocity the transition occurs at a
higher energy but still at the boundary of the FTIR range.
The interaction distance concept predicts that for all these
materials, grain-boundary scattering would not be observed
by FTIR or SE measurements, which corresponds with the
observations in the case studies. Note that for smaller grain
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sizes, grain boundary scattering could have an influence in
the FTIR range.
Similarly, the mean scattering time for ionized-impurity
scattering can be tested. For Al:ZnO with a carrier density of
8  1020 cm3, a MFP between ionized-impurity scattering
of 4.7 nm can be estimated using Eq. (11) using xs derived
from the Masetti model used in Sec. IV B. Assuming that the
MFP is similar to the interaction distance a transition frequency of 0.7 eV is obtained using method 1 and a value of
0.67 eV using method 2 [Fig. 6(b)]. Both of these are relatively close to the transition frequency observed for the
Extended Drude model in Fig. 2, which is around 1 eV and
is close to xps. For ionized-impurity scattering in i-ZnO an
MFP of 3.3 nm is calculated which would give a transition
energy of 0.4 eV for method 1 and of 2 eV using method 2.
The large difference between the two methods is caused by
the lower Fermi velocity and effective mass compared to
Al:ZnO. Note that a Drude fit is in a sense a weighted average over the FTIR range with a stronger weight to low photon energies. Therefore, also a transition energy of 0.4 eV
could result in an accurate in-grain mobility determination
from a Drude fit in the FTIR range. In general, the interaction distance concept is in agreement with the observed transitions for ionized impurity scattering, which shows that the
interaction distance concept can be used to explain both the
frequency dependence of grain-boundary scattering and of
ionized-impurity scattering.
A review of the frequency ranges reported for different
scattering mechanisms in the literature, can provide further
indication of the strength of the interaction distance concept
and can show the application of the concept outside the
optical range (e.g., in the megahertz and terahertz range).
The following list discusses for each type of scattering center, examples of observations in the literature, and how they
can be explained using the interaction distance concept: (1)
Grain boundaries: Impedance spectroscopy on resistive ZnO
has shown a transition above certain frequencies, which is in
line with the concept described in this work.38 Note that the
effective electron velocity may be very low due to a low
Fermi velocity and hopping transport via defects.39 In general, therefore, the estimated interaction distance for lowly
doped films suffers from a larger uncertainty. The transitions
are generally in the kilohertz–megahertz range (109 eV).
Note that influence of grain boundary scattering has been
reported even at higher frequency ranges in the case of large
depletion regions around the grain boundaries.28 In this case,
the assumption of a homogeneous material cannot be used
and an effective medium approach is required. Combining
such an approach with the interaction distance concept is
outside the scope of this work since it is not applicable to the
model systems under investigation. (2) Ionized impurities:
For ionized-impurity scattering, a decrease in scattering is
seen above a certain transition energy. The value of the transition energy increases with carrier density,40 which agrees
with a smaller distance between the dopants. The transition
is generally above the terahertz range (0.2–1 eV). (3)
Defects, neutral impurities, etc.: In principle, a similar effect
as for ionized impurity scattering should be present although
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these other defects and impurities constitute a smaller fraction of the scattering in most ZnO materials and a frequency
dependence is therefore less studied and not reported. (4)
Scattering processes that do not depend on the position of
the electron (e.g., phonon scattering). These processes will
play a role at all length scales and are not expected to show a
frequency dependence.
The interaction distance concept can also explain observations from metallic materials. Metals generally have high
Fermi velocities compared to TCOs, and therefore, the interaction distance will be larger than the distance between scattering centers for most photon energies [as shown for Cu in
Fig. 6(b)]. Therefore, resistivity values obtained from optical
modeling of metallic films generally agrees with electrical
measurements. In the case of nanoparticles, scattering at particle boundaries becomes important and has to be taken into
account. A variety of approaches to take this scattering into
account exist such as described by Kreibig and Vollmer,41
and by the Drude–Smith model.42 Interestingly, the effect on
the dielectric function with the Drude–Smith model is similar as in our approach (i.e., higher scattering at low frequencies), and therefore, our model might be applicable in those
situations as well.
D. Drude Multiscale

To integrate the interaction distance concept into the
Drude model, a new general frequency-dependent Drude
model can be defined. The interaction distance concept can
be used to define a frequency dependent xs(x) based on the
frequency independent xs from Eq. (9). This xs(x) then
consists of all the different scattering contributions in a material at different length scales and can be used directly in
the Drude model from Eq. (3). This xs(x) would then be a
summation of functions for the separate contributions
xs ðxÞ ¼ xs;GB ðx; TGB ;sGB Þ þ xs;ii ðx; Tii ;sii Þ þ xs0 :

(12)

Here, only the grain-boundary contribution xs,GB and
the ionized-impurity contribution xs,ii are included as
frequency-dependent contributions, although more could be
added. xs0 is the contribution that does not depend on frequency. Parameters such as transition energy (T) and transition width (s) can be defined for each contribution. The
transition energy would depend on the average distance
between scattering centers and the transition width would
depend on the spread in the distance between scattering centers. For grain-boundary scattering, this spread could be
related to a variation in grain size and for ionized-impurity
scattering to a variation in dopant distance. In case xs(x)
has a strong dependence on x it is important to ensure KKconsistency. The frequency-dependent Drude model can
be made KK-consistent by ensuring that xs(x) is KKconsistent as shown in Appendix B [Eq. (B4)]. Such a Drude
would be valid at many length scales and therefore we label
it a “Drude Multiscale” model. Figure 7 provides a graphical
overview of the Drude Multiscale concept applied to Al:ZnO
from the case studies. Besides showing which scattering
mechanisms play a role and in which frequency ranges, the
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FIG. 7. (Color online) Overview of xs(x) as a function of photon energy for
Al:ZnO. The decrease in xs(x) shows where certain scattering contributions
disappear. The ranges where the normal Drude (FTIR range) or the
Extended Drude (SE range) can be used are indicated.

model also explains why specific Drude models can be used
in specific ranges. Note that the Drude Multiscale model in
principle can also be applied outside of the optical range,
such as terahertz spectroscopy and impedance spectroscopy.
Applying this view to effects observed in the case studies,
the following can be concluded. Drude models fitted to optical data do not show grain-boundary scattering because the
latter does not contribute at those length scales. Normal
Drude models can only be used to obtain the in-grain mobility in the case that the contribution from ionized impurity
scattering is high in the used photon energy range (when for
a significant part of the range e1 < 0). Otherwise the obtained
mobility will not or only partially include ionized-impurity
scattering. Note, that for fitting to e1 in the range where
x > xs, the obtained carrier density is still correct.
Therefore, a valid method to determine the total mobility is
to determine the total resistivity using FPP and to calculate
the total mobility using Eq. (1) using the carrier density
value as derived from SE.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, a novel view on the relation between various
Drude optical models and scattering processes was presented.
Using the concept “interaction distance,” a physical interpretation of why Drude models do not observe grain boundary
scattering and a guideline as in what frequency ranges Drude
models can be used was obtained. For instance, for i-ZnO the
in-grain mobility was obtained by fitting reflection data in the
IR photon-energy range with a normal Drude model; and for
Al:ZnO both a normal Drude fit in the IR range or an
Extended Drude fit in the range covered by SE could be used
to obtain the in-grain mobility. To provide more insight into
contributions of various scattering mechanisms the parameter
“scattering frequency” was used instead of mobility. Using
this parameter, scattering mechanisms for a thickness series
of Al:ZnO were separated in the contributions originating
from grain-boundary scattering, ionized impurity scattering,
and other scattering mechanisms. In general, understanding
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the interaction distance concept allows the prediction of
which Drude models can be used in what frequency range
and how these models can be used to determine scattering
contributions. This view furthermore opens up the possibility
to use new Drude models which integrate frequency dependence such as a Drude Multiscale model.
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APPENDIX A
In this section, the details of the optical modeling of the
dielectric function are described as are the resulting fits and
fit parameters. The dielectric functions for the oscillator
models for i-ZnO and Al:ZnO had the following form:
e ¼ e1 þ einterband þ eGauss þ eDrude ;

(A1)

where e1 is a constant, used to correct for higher-energy
contributions, einterband is an oscillator with a band gap to
account for interband absorption, eGauss is a Gaussian oscillator to account for near-bandgap absorption, and eDrude is the
Drude oscillator as discussed in Sec. II. Phonon contributions were not included since these were outside of the range
considered in this work. In the case of i-ZnO, the einterband
contribution is described by an oscillator with a sharp onset,
which is the PSEMI-M0 model.43 The PSEMI-M0 oscillator
consists of four polynomial spline functions connected endto-end, controlled by the following fit parameters: Amp,
which controls the amplitude of the oscillator; Br, which
controls the broadening; Eo, which controls the oscillator
peak energy; WR, which controls the distance between Eo
and the right end point; PR, which controls the position of
the control point on the right of the center peak; AR, which
controls the amplitude of this control point; and O2R, which
controls the shape around this control point. In the case of
Al:ZnO a softer absorption onset allows the use of a
Tauc–Lorentz oscillator for einterband,44 with the form:
8
>
AE0 Bðhx  Eg Þ2
<1
; hx > Eg
2
2
(A2)
e2 ¼ 
hx ½ð
hxÞ  E0 2 2 þ B2 ðhxÞ
>
:0;
hx  Eg ;
where A, E0, Eg, and B are the fit parameters. e1 is determined by KK-conversion of e2. For the Gaussian oscillator,
e2 had the following form:


e2 ¼ A e4ln2ð

hxE0 2
B

2



0
Þ  e4ln2ðhxE
B Þ
;

(A3)
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where A, E0, and B are the fit parameters. e1 is again determined by KK-conversion of e2.
In Fig. 8, a comparison between the dielectric functions,
as derived by the B-spline approach and the oscillator model
from Eq. (A1), are shown for a 209.7 nm i-ZnO film with
29.8 nm EMA roughness and a 203.9 nm Al:ZnO film with
27.9 nm EMA roughness. Table IV shows the fitted parameters of the used oscillator models. Overall, the dielectric
functions from the B-spline parameterizations show fairly
good agreement with the dielectric functions from the oscillator models. The transparent region of ZnO up to the band
gap at 3.3 eV is observed. The combined effect of the
Burstein–Moss shift and bandgap narrowing results in a
higher band gap of the interband absorption for Al:ZnO than
for i-ZnO, as observed from the shift to higher photon energies.45–47 Furthermore, for Al:ZnO the excitonic transition
above the band gap broadens due to screening by free electrons.44 This broadening causes a softer absorption onset at
the bandgap region compared to i-ZnO, which allows the use
of the Tauc–Lorentz oscillator [Eq. (A2)]. The B-spline and
oscillator model show differences for higher photon energies
(ⲏ4 eV) especially for i-ZnO, which can be explained by
depolarization due to roughness, since the measured depolarization data (not shown) show a higher depolarization for
this range.48 The larger roughness for i-ZnO is confirmed by
the RMS roughness measured by AFM which is 18 nm for
i-ZnO compared to 12 nm for Al:ZnO. Note that the SE
modeled roughness (respectively, 30 and 28 nm) is generally
higher than the AFM roughness.27
Table IV shows that for i-ZnO the uncertainty in the
Drude oscillator parameters is very large when fitted in the
SE data range, which can be explained by a strong correlation between the Drude oscillator parameters. By fitting the
Drude oscillator parameters in the FTIR reflection data
range, a weak correlation between the parameters is
achieved and these can therefore be fitted with more confidence. Figure 9 shows an example of the FTIR reflection
data for a different set of i-ZnO and Al:ZnO films, which are
relatively thick. Only the Drude oscillator parameters are
fitted in the range covered by FTIR, while the parameters for

FIG. 8. (Color online) Dielectric function, e1 þ ie2, as a function of photon
energy for i-ZnO (209.7 nm) and Al:ZnO (203.9 nm). The oscillator-based
models are indicated by solid lines and the B-spline parameterizations by
dotted lines.
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TABLE IV. Fitted parameters of the general oscillator model for i-ZnO and
Al:ZnO. The oscillators are indicated and the uncertainty margins as provided by the CompleteEASE software are included. Note that the Drude oscillator contribution for i-ZnO has strongly correlated parameters in this
photon range, and therefore has a large uncertainty.

Thickness (nm)
EMA roughness (nm)

Oscillator parameters

i-ZnO

Al:ZnO

209.7 6 0.2
29.8 6 0.1
e1 ¼ 0.7 6 0.2
ePSEMI
Amp ¼ 9 6 5
Br ¼ 0.062 6 0.003 eV
Eo ¼ 3.341 6 0.007 eV
WR ¼ 58 6 1 eV
PR ¼ 0.999 6 0.001
AR ¼ 0.2 6 0.1
O2R ¼ 1.0 6 0.5
eGauss
A ¼ 0.17 6 0.01
B ¼ 0.51 6 0.03 eV
E0 ¼ 3.25 6 0.03 eV
eDrude
xp ¼ 1 6 25 eV
xs ¼ 46 6 2260 eV

203.9 6 0.3
27.9 6 0.2
e1 ¼ 2.97 6 0.02
eTL
A ¼ 51 6 2 eV
B ¼ 1.21 6 0.04 eV
Eo ¼ 4.29 6 0.01 eV
Eg ¼ 3.37 6 0.02 eV

eGauss
A ¼ 0.05 6 0.01
B ¼ 1.0 6 0.2 eV
E0 ¼ 3.6 6 0.2 eV
eDrude
xp ¼ 1.678 6 0.003 eV
xs ¼ 0.080 6 0.001 eV

contributions at higher photon energy are kept fixed. For
i-ZnO, the expected interference oscillation resulting from
the interference in both the ZnO layer and the 450 nm SiO2
layer from the substrate is observed (note that, a small peak
above 0.1 eV is visible, which is the transversal optical mode
of Si-O at 1075 cm1).49 Due to the high carrier concentration of Al:ZnO, no interference oscillation is seen in this
case, but instead a metal-like reflection is observed. Note,
that in the IR range only the properties of the top 250 nm
will have an influence for doped ZnO due to absorption
(assuming a detection limit of 0.001 of the total reflected
light). For simplicity, in this work the 0.2–0.87 eV range is
chosen for the fitting of the Drude oscillator parameters. By
this choice the energy range below 0.2 eV where various
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phonon modes can be present is avoided,50 and the material
also does not have to be modeled as an EMA as long as
volume fractions of the depletion region are below 2%.28
APPENDIX B
In this section, KK-consistent forms of frequencydependent Drude models are presented. KK-consistent forms
of these models were developed to make these models applicable for cases where non-KK-consistent forms fail. This
could be an issue when xs is large compared to x and when
also xs changes strongly as a function of x. KK-consistent
forms of these models can be defined by using a Hilbert
transform. When the Hilbert transform H{f(x)}(x) of the
real part of xs(x) is known, an equation for xs(x) can be
defined which will automatically give a KK-consistent
Drude model
xs ðxÞ ¼ A½FðxÞ þ iHfFðxÞgðxÞ;

(B1)

where A is a part that does not depend on x, and F(x) is an
even and real function of x. An example is an expression
using the arctan function, which is similar to the empirical
Extended Drude model in the literature51





1
xþT
xT
 arctan
; (B2)
Fðx; T; sÞ ¼ arctan
p
s
s



1
2xT
;
(B3)
H Fðx; T; sÞ ðxÞ ¼ arctanh 2
p
x þ T 2 þ s2
with T the transition frequency and s the transition width.
This form has a very soft transition, which might not be flexible enough to fit all experimental transitions in xs. These or
similar forms for xs(x) can also be added together while
maintaining KK-consistency. Therefore, Matthiesen’s rule
for adding scattering contributions [Eq. (9)] can be used to
define a new xs(x) [similar to Eq. (12)]
xs ðxÞ ¼ xs0 þ

1
X

xsi ½Fi ðx; Ti ; si Þ

i¼1

þ iHfFi ðx; Ti ; si ÞgðxÞ;

(B4)

where Ti and si can be used as parameters such as transition
energy and transition width for each contribution. The transition energy would depend on the average distance between
scattering centers and the transition width would depend on
the spread in the distance between scattering centers. This
xs(x) can be inserted in Eq. (3) to obtain a KK-consistent
frequency-dependent Drude model.
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